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1. ABSTRACT 

Electron transfer is a fundamental process 
in life that is very often coupled to catalysis within 
redox enzymes through a stringent control of protein 
conformational movements. Mammalian nitric oxide 
synthase (NOS) proteins are redox flavo-hemoproteins 
consisting of multiple modular domains. The NOS 
enzyme is exquisitely regulated in vivo by its partner, 
the Ca2+ sensing protein calmodulin (CaM), to control 
production of nitric oxide (NO). The importance of 
functional domain motion in NOS regulation has 
been increasingly recognized. The significant size 
and flexibility of NOS is a tremendous challenge to 
the mechanistic studies. Herein recent applications 
of modern biophysical techniques to NOS problems 
have been critically analyzed. It is important to note 
that any current biophysical technique alone can only 
probe partial aspects of the conformational dynamics 
due to limitations in the technique itself and/or the 
sample preparations. It is necessary to combine the 
latest methods to comprehensively quantitate the key 

conformational aspects (conformational states and 
distribution, conformational change rates, and domain 
interacting interfaces) governing the electron transfer. 
This is to answer long-standing central questions about 
the NOS isoforms by defining how specific CaM-NOS 
interactions and regulatory elements underpin the 
distinct conformational behavior of the NOS isoform, 
which in turn determine unique electron transfer and 
NO synthesis properties. This review is not intended 
as comprehensive, but as a discussion of prospects 
that promise impact on important questions in the NOS 
enzymology field.

2. INTRODUCTION  

2.1. Electron transfer and protein dynamics

Electron transfer (ET) is a fundamental 
reaction in biology and the efficient and controlled 
transfer of electrons is essential to living organisms. 
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Proteins are dynamic molecules. Large-scale domain 
motions and conformational changes facilitate the 
transfer of electrons over long distance in redox 
enzymes. Characterizing the dynamics and large-
scale movements within proteins is a frontier challenge 
for understanding electron transfer mechanisms. 
Our current knowledge of the spatial distribution and 
temporal exploration of the conformational transitions 
are limited, attributed mainly to a dearth of combining 
structural and biophysical tools to fully capture such 
information. Mammalian nitric oxide synthase (NOS) 
proteins are redox flavo-hemoproteins consisting of 
multiple modular domains, the chemistry of which is 
coupled to major dynamical excursions during the 
enzyme catalysis. The mechanism for conformational 
changes in the electron transfer in NOSs is the subject 
of several excellent reviews (1-3). Here, this review 
is not intended as comprehensive, but as a critical 
analysis of the recent advances in the field, along 
with discussion of prospects that promise impact on 
important questions in the NOS enzymology field. 

2.2. NOS enzymology 

NOSs are a family of proteins catalyzing 
biosynthesis of nitric oxide (NO) from l-arginine 
(l-Arg) with NADPH and O2 as co-substrates (4). 
They are important enzymes because of the crucial 
roles of NO in signaling processes. NO, a free 
radical with an unpaired electron, is reactive and 

short-lived. As such, NO signaling must be tightly 
controlled through regulation of NOS activation. The 
NOS enzyme is exquisitely regulated in vivo by its 
partner, the Ca2+ sensing protein calmodulin (CaM). In 
addition to control via Ca2+/CaM, eNOS & nNOS are 
regulated by posttranslational modifications including 
phosphorylation at several sites, and functional 
importance of posttranslational regulation of NOSs 
has been established in vivo (5, 6). Such a complex 
set of modulators provides stringent regulation in both 
time and place of NO production in response to a wide 
variety of stimuli such as shear stress.

Eukaryotic NOS evolved via a series of gene 
fusion events, resulting in a self-sufficient modular 
heme- and flavin-containing enzyme that produces NO 
by very intricately controlled redox processes. Each 
subunit of the NOS homo-dimer has two domains 
joined by a CaM-binding linker (Figure 1): a C-terminal 
electron-supplying reductase (NOSred) domain, which 
consists of smaller (sub)domains with binding sites 
for NADPH (the electron source), flavin adenine 
dinucleotide (FAD), and flavin mononucleotide (FMN), 
and an N-terminal heme-containing oxygenase 
(NOSoxy) domain; the terms “oxygenase domain” and 
“heme domain” are interchangeable. There are three 
NOS isoforms: endothelial, neuronal, and inducible 
NOS (eNOS, nNOS, and iNOS, respectively). The 
CaM-binding linker in iNOS binds CaM at a basal level 
of Ca2+, while in nNOS and eNOS the CaM binding 

Figure 1. The NOS domains/modules: reductase domain with the FMN (sub)domain colored in yellow and the rest in gray, an a helical CaM-binding 
linker with bound CaM, and dimeric heme domain. Only the individual domain structures are available to date. CaM binding to NOS enables the electron 
transfer between the FMN and heme domains (green arrow). This involves a conformational change, in which the FMN domain shuttles between the FAD 
and heme domains to transfer the NADPH-derived electrons.
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requires an increase in intracellular Ca2+ concentration. 
Binding of CaM to NOS acts as a “molecular switch”, 
which activates NO production by enabling electron 
flow from the flavin prosthetic groups to the heme 
(Figure 1).

 
Extensive crystallographic studies of the 

NOSoxy domains of all three NOS isoforms have been 
conducted (7-10); the substrate, l-Arg, and a cofactor, 
(6R)-5,6,7,8 tetrahydrobiopterin (H4B), both bind near 
the heme center in the oxygenase domain (11). These 
efforts aim to guide rational development of isoform-
specific NOS inhibitors targeting the heme active 
site (recently reviewed in (12)) and substrate access 
channel (10, 13). In addition to the NOSoxy structures,  
only a few crystal structures of partial (14) and intact 
(15) rat nNOS reductase domains, CaM bound human 
iNOS FMN domain (16), as well as CaM bound to a 
peptide corresponding to the CaM-binding sequence 
in human eNOS (17) have been reported. Crystal 
structures of the CaM bound peptide corresponding 
to the CaM-binding linker in iNOS and eNOS are also 
deposited in the PDB database. However, numerous 
attempts to crystallize the full-length NOS enzyme have 
not been successful because of considerable NOS 
domain motions. While the molecular basis for CaM 
binding to NOS became clearer (16, 18), the structural 
and dynamical details related to the interaction and 
assembly of NOS domains and CaM during catalysis 
remain largely unknown.

A  combination of kinetics methods/simulations 
with site-directed mutagenesis have provided useful 
information about the roles that specific amino acid 
residues play in regulating NOS function (19-25). 
Besides the site-directed mutants, CaM (26) and NOS 

(27, 28)  chimeras have been used to probe roles of 
specific domains/regions in NOS function. A general 
picture emerging from these extensive biochemical 
studies is that structural and conformational features 
that are common to di-flavin reductases combine with 
those unique to NOS enzymes (including CaM and 
intrinsic regulatory elements; see below) to afford 
distinct mechanisms of NOS regulation (28, 29). 

2.3. Interdomain electron transfer processes 
controlled by CaM binding are key steps in NOS 
catalysis

Although the details of the novel NOS 
catalytic/chemical mechanism remain debatable (30), 
it has been established that interdomain electron 
transfer (IET) processes (following the flow of NADPH 
    FAD     FMN    heme) are key steps in NO synthesis 
through coupling reactions between domains (Figure 2) 
(4, 31). A tight control of the IET processes is important 
for the normal function because an uncoupled NOS 
(in which the usual catalytic electron flow within the 
enzyme is diverted to molecular oxygen to yield 
superoxide) generates reactive oxygen species, 
resulting in deleterious effects (32-35). 

Unlike iNOS, eNOS and nNOS synthesize 
NO in a Ca2+/CaM dependent manner. Here CaM-
binding facilitates the IET reaction from the FAD 
hydroquinone to FMN semiquinone (FMNH·) within 
one subunit (reaction 1) (36), and enables IET from 
the FMN hydroquinone to the catalytic heme iron in 
the oxygenase domain of another subunit (reaction 
2) (37-40). The FMN hydroquinone has been recently 
suggested as its neutral form of FMNH2 (20), while direct 
spectroscopic evidence such as NMR is still needed 

Figure 2. Electron flow in NOS. In eNOS/nNOS, CaM-binding facilitates IET between FAD and FMN within the reductase domain (reaction 1), and triggers 
the inter-subunit FMN-heme IET (reaction 2). Cytochrome c reduction is a measure of the release of the FMN domain from the reductase complex.
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to definitely assign its protonation state. The CaM 
binding has little or no effect on the thermodynamics 
of redox processes in NOS (41-43), indicating that the 
regulation by CaM is accomplished kinetically through 
controlling redox-linked conformational changes 
required for effective IET (see below). 

2.4. Intrinsic control elements contribute to the 
CaM dependence of IET

Control of the electron transfer processes 
in NOS by CaM involves the CaM binding site and  
intrinsic control elements including an autoregulatory 
(AR) insert (~40 amino acids) within the FMN domain 
of eNOS/nNOS (44), which does not exist in iNOS, 
and a C-terminal tail (CT) differing in length among 
the three isoforms (45); AR and CT are depicted in 
Figure 1. Electron transfer modulation appears also to 
involve a much smaller insertion present in the hinge 
subdomain (46). Control element deletion studies 
indicate that the control elements suppress electron 
flow into and out of the NOS reductase domain in 
the CaM-free state ((47); also reviewed in (48)), 
and CaM-binding to NOS relieves the repression. A 
crystal structure of an intact nNOS reductase domain 
revealed key information about how the control 
elements may repress electron transfer in the CaM-
free state (15). A unique AR (~ 40 amino acids) in the 
FMN domain of eNOS/nNOS pins the FMN domain 
to the reductase complex via a network of hydrogen 
bonds in the CaM-free state (15). The AR insert and 
CT elements do not exist in the homologous P450 
reductase (i.e., these CaM-responsive regulatory 
elements are NOS-unique).

3. REGULATION OF INTERDOMAIN 
ELECTRON TRANSFER IN NOS BY CAM 
THROUGH BIASING CONFORMATIONAL 
DYNAMICS

Evidence from the nNOS reductase domain 
structure (15) and  our earlier work (49) leads to 
the idea that domain motion plays an important role 
in the NOS activation by CaM (50). This motion is 
described by a tethered shuttle model originally 
proposed by Salerno (50, 51) (Figure 3): the FMN 
domain shuttles the NADPH-derived electrons by 
interacting alternatively with the FAD and heme 
domains. The shuttling mechanism also operates in 
the ancestral electron transfer systems (e.g., P450 
reductase) (52), while the novel aspect of the NOS 
enzyme is the involvement of CaM protein (see 
3.2. below). The domain shuttle model has been 
supported by studies of discrete electron transfer 
kinetics (31, 53, 54).

The docked FMN/heme complex is defined 
as output state in the literature (50). The structure 
of the output state has not yet been elucidated. To 
favor observation of the output state of the tethered 
shuttle mechanism, Ghosh designed a series of two-
domain NOS oxyFMN constructs in which only the 
oxygenase and FMN domains along with the CaM 
binding sequence are expressed (55). This was 
done to preclude FAD/FMN interactions and favor 
interactions between the FMN-binding domain and 
the oxygenase domain. The oxyFMN construct was 
also constructed afterward by other laboratories (56-
58), and has become an established model of minimal 

Figure 3. Tethered shuttle model (with the tethers corresponding to the interdomain FAD-FMN and FMN-heme linkers). This involves motion of the 
FMN domain between electron-accepting “input state” and electron-donating “output state”. The intermediate undocked free/open state(s) between 
the terminal docking positions is characterized by a continuum of conformations and exists in equilibrium with the docked conformations of the input 
and output states. The IET related edge-to-edge distances between redox cofactors (FAD, FMN and heme) in a rat nNOS input state model are 
displayed in blue, along with the edge-to-edge distance between FMN and heme in an iNOS output state model. The interchange rates between 
the NOS states are also displayed; the rates are of the CaM-bound eNOS isoform, which are currently available in the literature (63, 64). The 
conformational rates are at best semi-quantitative, and the docked/undocked rates of the interconversion between the free and output states can only 
be estimated within a large range (two to three orders of magnitude) (63). It is of note that the docked FMN/heme complex is transient (58), indicating 
that the docked and undocked rates differ significantly. As the three NOS isozymes show different turnover numbers, the isoform should have distinct 
conformational rates and distance.
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electron transfer complex of the NOS output state for 
NO production (31).

It is imperative to discuss two pieces of 
key information obtained from various biophysical 
methods: (i) the distance changes between domains 
during the “docked” and “free/open” states; and (ii) 
the rate constants of conformational steps, especially 
those involved in the IET processes (Figure 3). Crystal 
structure of a CaM-free intact nNOS reductase domain 
reveal that FMN is in close proximity with FAD (within 5 
Å), as required for electron transfer in the input state of 
FMN from NADPH through FAD (15). This structure is 
not as it exists in the output state; the FMN cofactor is 
~ 70 Å apart from the heme domain in the constructed 
model (15). On the other hand, in the structures of 
the output state models (59, 60), the FMN-heme 
edge-to-edge distance is 11.2 – 13.1 Å.  Therefore, 
a large-scale motion (61) and rotation (62) of the FMN 
domain are required in the electron transport through 
the NOS protein. Compared to relatively clear picture 
of the distance changes among the NOS states, the 
conformational change rates remain vague and are 
at best semi-quantitatively estimated at amplitude 
level. For example, interconversion between the 
conformational states in eNOS holoenzyme were 
estimated to take place on tens of milliseconds to 
seconds from analysis of the smFRET trajectories (63). 
The on and off rates of the FAD-FMN docking have 
been estimated to be 8.8 and 13.2 s-1, respectively, 
for the CaM-bound eNOS reductase domain, while the 
rates are much slower in the absence of CaM (4.2 
and 0.63 s-1, respectively) (64).  Overall the domain 
association and dissociation occur on milliseconds 
to seconds time scale, governing the bulk electron 
transfer. 

3.1. Electron transfer from FMN to the surrogate 
acceptor cytochrome c

The catalytic action of the NOSred domain 
involves three primary events: hydride transfer from 
NADPH to FAD, electron transfer from FAD to FMN, 
and electron transfer from FMN to heme or surrogate 
electron acceptor cyt. c (Figure 2). The transfer of an 
electron from FMN hydroquinone to cyt. c provides 
an estimate of the accessibility of the FMN domain. 
It can be measured by the stopped-flow mixing of 
chemically reduced NOSred domain with stoichiometric 
amount of cyt. c, in the presence and absence of 
CaM and NADPH (65). Stuehr’s laboratory expanded 
the approach by simulating the stopped-flow traces 
with a four-state kinetic model (66) that links the 
electron transport through the NOSred domain to the 
conformational equilibria and motions of its FMN (sub)
domain. Simulations of this model have revealed 
how the NOSred domain can support its certain rate of 
electron flux (i.e., the cyt. c reduction activity) based 
on its unique conformational equilibrium constant 

value and rates of the FMN domain motions (21, 29, 
64). CaM binding to NOS have multiple effects: it 
alters the conformational equilibrium of the reductase 
domain, and increases the rate of the conformational 
transitions (64).

3.2. CaM controlled electron transfer between 
FMN and heme

The FMN domain motion (Figure 3) facilitates 
efficient IET between the FMN and heme centers 
in the NOS output state. The formation of the NOS 
output state involves two primary steps: (i) CaM-
binding triggered dissociation of the FMN domain 
from its reductase binding site, and (ii) subsequent 
re-association of the FMN domain with the oxygenase 
domain (50). The NOS state formed at step (i) is 
competent to reduce cyt. c, which requires accessibility 
of FMN to cyt. c (as described in 3.1. above). This 
is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for NO 
production, which in addition requires additional CaM-
dependent promotion of the oxygenase/FMN domain 
interactions. This model is strongly supported by the 
results of a study showing that NAPDH reduction is 3 
orders of magnitude faster than NO production, and 
cyt. c reduction is intermediate between the two (26). 
Previously, CaM control of NOS electron transfer was 
believed to be primarily localized within the reductase 
portion of the enzyme (67, 68). We are the first to 
directly demonstrate the importance of productive 
interactions between the FMN domain and heme-
containing oxygenase domain in the CaM-activation 
of formation of the NOS output state (50, 69). The 
FMN-heme IET within the NOS  output state  (reaction 
2 in Figure 2) is essential in the delivery of electrons 
required for O2 activation in the heme domain and the 
subsequent NO synthesis. It is thus of current interest 
to decipher the mechanism through which CaM 
activates this electron transfer, as discussed next.

4. STATE-OF-THE-ART IN STUDYING THE 
NOS CONFORMATIONAL DYNAMICS

4.1. Current structural and biophysical methods 
applied to NOS

Functional domain dynamics poses a 
central challenge for studying the NOS structure-
function relationship. Crystal structures of individual 
NOS domains represent a significant step toward 
understanding NOS mechanisms. Yet the mobility of 
the NOS domains makes crystallization of the full-
length enzyme very challenging, and the structure of 
full-length NOS has not been obtained. Even if such 
crystal structures become available, the molecular 
mechanisms that promote function may remain elusive, 
since NOS is a highly dynamic protein existing in a 
broad range of interconverting conformations (Figure 
3). The crystals can only stabilize some specific 
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structural substates from a full range of conformers 
that define the functional state of the protein. Thus, 
X-ray crystallography alone will not solve the NOS 
structural problems and may only shed light on some 
of the static structural details without addressing the 
dynamics aspects. NMR spectroscopy is a powerful 
complement to X-ray crystallography, but the size of 
the NOS holoenzymes (~120–160 kDa per subunit) 
has prevented application of NMR to NOS proteins 
with methods available to date. Importantly, 13C- and 
15N-labeled CaM proteins were used in the NMR 
studies of structure and dynamics of CaM bound to 
peptides corresponding to the CaM-binding linker in 
the NOS proteins (70-72). An excellent review in this 
Special issue by Guillemette summarizes the related 
NMR work.

Several other modern techniques including 
cryo-electron microscopy (EM) (61, 62, 73), single 
molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer 
(smFRET) (74), hydrogen deuterium exchange mass 
spectrometry (HDX MS) (18), and pulsed electron 
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) (75, 76) have been 
lately applied to decipher the NOS conformational 
dynamics. Studying the flavin reduction and overall 
turnover activities of nNOS holoenzyme as a function 
of pressure, viscosity and ionic strength (77, 78) 
have also revealed some interesting insights. These 
techniques do not require crystallization, and can 
provide structural and dynamic information for protein 
samples in solution. Table 1 lists the techniques and the 
information one can learn from the data. Collectively, 
these recent studies have significantly advanced 
our understanding of how CaM activates NOS by 
controlling its conformational fluctuation dynamics. 
However, individual technique alone can only probe 
partial facets of the NOS conformational dynamics due 
to limitations in the current method itself and/or the 
sample preparations. 

For example, cryo-EM is a powerful method 
for determining structures of large proteins and protein 

complexes. Recently, researchers were racing to 
reveal high-order architecture of NOS holoenzymes 
using this technique. Four cryo-EM studies of the three 
mammalian NOS isoforms were published within one 
and half years in 2013-2014 (61, 62, 73, 79). This also 
attests an urgent need of elucidating conformational 
changes required for efficient electron transfer in NOS 
proteins. These EM studies explicitly confirmed the 
shuttling motion of the FMN domain, and revealed a 
range of conformations enabled by the flexible tethers. 
These conformations reveal that CaM activates NOS 
by constraining rotational motions and by directly 
docking onto the heme domain (61, 73). However, at 
low resolutions (23 Å (62) and 60-74 Å (61)), cryo-
EM cannot provide definitive solutions to the problem 
of the interaction of the FMN and heme domains. 
Moreover, the authors used negative-stain EM 
methods in some reports (61), which involved fixing 
the protein on a carbon-coated surface and treating 
it with a high-contrast heavy metal stain. While this is 
a powerful approach for observing protein complexes, 
the grid surface may distort the sample and lead to a 
debatable asymmetry (61). 

smFRET is another unique tool to detect CaM-
induced NOS conformational changes in real time, but 
a cys-lite construct, in which reactive cysteines have 
been mutated to serines, has to be used for specific 
labelling of nNOS reductase domain by fluorescent 
dye molecules (74). This is a concern because the cys-
lite mutant responds to CaM binding to a much less 
extent than the wild type protein (19). In other words, 
the observed CaM-induced conformational fluctuations 
may not accurately reflect what occurs in the native 
NOS protein. Moreover, while the reductase domain is 
more tolerant to cysteine knocked out, the NOS heme 
domain contains several surface cysteines that are 
essential for proper folding of the heme domain, and 
the cysteine residues thus can’t be replaced to ensure 
specific fluorescent labeling of the heme domain. Not 
surprisingly, smFRET of dye-labeled NOS holoprotein 
has not been reported yet. 

Table 1. Current biophysical approaches in studying conformational control of NOSs

Technique Results Information obtained from the data

Cryo EM Transmission electron microscopes images Higher-order NOS domain architecture and quaternary structure

smFRET FRET signal of individual protein molecules in real time Conformational states distribution and interconversion rates

Pulsed EPR Distances between paramagnetic centers & distance 
distribution

Structure of the docking complex and conformational equilibrium

HDX MS Monitoring perturbations in amide proton exchange rate 
changes

Interdomain interaction surfaces (at peptide level) induced by CaM 
and/or phosphorylation

Laser flash 
photolysis

Kinetics of the discrete FMN-heme IET process A direct measure of the interdomain FMN-heme complex formation

Solvent 
perturbation 
stopped flow 

Electron transfer rates as a function of pressure, viscosity 
and ionic strength

Functional significance of the rugged energy landscape
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4.2. Pulsed EPR spectroscopy in studying the 
functional domain dynamics in NOS proteins

Compared to the methods discussed above, 
pulsed EPR spectroscopy represents a promising tool 
for determining distance relationships in NOS: EPR can 
be used to study the samples in (frozen) solutions where 
the full structural distribution of NOS is realized and 
can provide information about both the fixed distances 
between rigid protein fragments and the distributed 
distances between mobile segments. By combining 
the data from these studies with the crystal structural 
data for the NOS modules, a full picture of dynamic, 
structurally distributed NOS protein shall emerge. The 
access to the distance distribution profiles provided by 
pulsed EPR is especially valuable for understanding 
of the NOS dynamics. The fixed-distance resolution 
in the pulsed EPR studies is relatively high: for long 
distances of 55-60 Å (corresponding to the dipolar 
oscillation period of 3-4  ms), the resolution is better 
than 2.4 Å (4%). For shorter distances, the absolute 
resolution improves even more since it scales as R4. For 
example, we have determined the distance between 
the FMNH· and Fe(III) centers in iNOS (18.8. ± 0.1. 
Å) (60) and the CaM-heme domain docking statistics 
in nNOS (75). Thus, the pulsed EPR measurements 
can give exclusive insight into the alterations in the 
interdomain alignment and docked state population 
caused by CaM binding and/or the mutations at the 
docking interface. 

Pulsed electron-electron double resonance 
(ELDOR, also known as double electron-electron 
resonance, DEER) is capable of measuring the 
distances between paramagnetic centers from 15 to 
over 60 Å and resolving different conformational states 
existing simultaneously within the sample (80). ELDOR 
has been employed to study the diflavosemiquinoid 
form of nNOS proteins (76). Another pulsed EPR 
distance measurement technique is relaxation-induced 
dipolar modulation enhancement (RIDME) (81, 82). 
Compared to the conventional DEER technique, 
RIDME is uniquely suited for measuring the distances 
in pairs where one or both spins are paramagnetic 
metal ions such as low spin ferric heme center in 
NOS (82). In addition, RIDME enables quantitative 
measurements for the absolute population of the spin 
pair, which is required for obtaining statistical weight of 
docked and undocked states in the NOS system (75, 
82), while in DEER the absolute spin pair population is 
determined semiquantitatively at best. 

The FMN⋅⋅⋅Fe distance information is 
important for a better understanding of  the  FMN-heme 
IET mechanism, because the distance between redox 
centers is critical for electron transfer processes in 
proteins (83). We have applied the RIDME technique 
(81) to determine the distance between the FMN 
and heme centers in the (Fe(III))(FMNH·) form of 

human iNOS (60); some key factors in successful 
measurement of the distance are selection of heme 
iron spin state, and trapping of sufficient amount of 
intermediate containing the spin pair. The obtained 
Fe(III)⋅⋅⋅FMNH·  distance of 18.8 ± 0.1  Å  is  in 
agreement with the IET rate (56). We have also 
probed the relative orientation of the two centers (84), 
and the FMN-heme domain docking model (60) was 
found to be in qualitative agreement with the combined 
experimental results of our pulsed EPR work (60, 84).

To obtain the structural information about the 
CaM/heme domain docking complex, we have used 
spin-labeled CaM and determined its magnetic dipole 
interaction with the low-spin ferric heme centers in 
the oxygenase domain (75). The RIDME trace for 
CaM-bound nNOS represents a monotonic decay 
without well-defined oscillations. The simulation of 
this trace has allowed us to obtain information about 
the geometry of the CaM docking and the statistical 
weights of the docking complex (15 ± 3 %) and the 
undocked open/free states (85 ± 3 %) (75). These 
results support the concept of CaM docking with 
the heme domain. The low docked state population 
indicates that the CaM-controlled FMN-heme docking 
is highly dynamic. 

A common assumption used in structural 
studies by pulsed EPR is that the structural distribution 
in a frozen solution represents a “snapshot” of the 
dynamic equilibrium in a fluid solution. Although 
the validity of this assumption may be debatable 
for some systems, we have recently shown that 
the correspondence between the conformational 
distributions of nNOS in frozen solution and in liquid 
at room temperature is at least semi-quantitative 
(75). To validate the “snapshot” model for the NOS 
mutants, the statistical weights of the conformational 
distributions in frozen solution obtained by pulsed 
EPR should be compared with the room temperature 
distributions estimated from fluorescence lifetime 
measurements (85). While the assignment of 
fluorescence lifetimes to particular conformational 
states is somewhat speculative, the combined use of 
EPR and fluorescence will dramatically enhance the 
reliability of the conformational equilibrium estimates.

4.3. Direct determination of the FMN-heme electron
transfer kinetics by CO photolysis

The accuracy of the stopped-flow technique 
previously employed for the measurement of the 
FMN-heme IET kinetics (86)  is  compromised by the 
low resolution of the multiple kinetic phases observed. 
It is therefore important to use alternative methods to 
more accurately determine the rates of the individual 
IET steps. We have developed a laser flash photolysis 
approach to directly measure kinetics of IET between 
catalytically significant redox couples of FMN and 
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heme centers (i.e., Fe3+/Fe2+ and FMNH·/FMN 
hydroquinone). Briefly, we first partially reduce the 
NOS protein to a (Fe(II)-CO)(FMNH·) form  by photo-
illumination in the presence of 5-deazariboflavin, and 
then use 450 nm laser to flash CO off the pre-reduced 
Fe(II)-CO complex, triggering the IET. We can 
individually time-resolve consumption of FMNH· and 
Fe(II) (due to the IET) and CO rebinding, and thereby 
reliably measure the rapid  FMN-heme IET followed 
by a much slower CO re-binding process (Figure 4). 
The stopped flow approach is unable to distinguish 
these two reactions as only formation of the Fe(II)-
CO complex was observed (37, 86). Thus, our CO 
photolysis approach offers clear advantages since it 
allows us to observe both the IET and CO rebinding 
processes directly. 

Regarding the choice of wavelength to 
monitor the laser-induced electron transfer, we can 
choose either 580-600 nm (where FMNH· has a 
broad absorbance peak) or 460/465 nm for nNOS/
iNOS, which is an isosbestic point for the process of 
CO rebinding to free Fe2+ in nNOS and iNOS (Figure 
5), respectively. We have confirmed that the observed 
IET rates are independent of the selected wavelength 
(56). Since absorbance change at 460/465 nm (due to 
re-oxidation of Fe2+) is larger than that of 580 nm, one 

can more reliably measure the kinetics at 460/465 nm 
when the amplitude of the trace at 580 nm is low. For 
example, the IET kinetics of E546N iNOS mutant were 
measured at 465 nm because of weak signal at 580 
nm (due to lower docked state%) (87).

The direct measurement of the IET 
kinetics by laser flash photolysis has allowed us to 
significantly advance understanding of the  FMN-
heme IET mechanism. Our viscosity dependence 
results indicated that a large conformational change 
is required for  the  FMN-heme IET, and6that the 
FMN/heme docking is transient (88). We have also 
determined the  kinetics over the temperature range 
from 283 to 304 K in the wild type (wt) full-length (89), 
wt oxyFMN (89), and E546N (charge neutralization) 
mutant oxyFMN (87) of human iNOS. Interestingly, the 
order of the observed IET rate constants (wt oxyFMN 
> E546N oxyFMN > wt full-length) is in agreement with 
the order of the activation entropies (87). This result is 
a key finding with important mechanistic implications: it 
provides solid evidence for a conformational sampling 
mechanism for the  FMN-heme IET in NOS protein, 
in which a sampling of a continuum of conformational 
states gives a range of transient donor-acceptor 
complexes, only a subset of which are IET-competent 
(58, 90, 91). The observed IET rate is thus limited by 

Figure 4. Transient traces at 460 nm at 0 - 4 s obtained for the (Fe(II)-CO)(FMNH·) form of nNOSm holoenzyme flashed by 450 nm laser. The graph is 
a combined plot of two individual traces at 0 - 0.2. s and 0 - 4 s using a logarithmic timescale; solid lines correspond to the best single-exponential fit to 
the data in different parts: the  red and  green lines are of the FMN-heme IET and the CO re-binding processes, respectively. This is to show the spectral 
“transition”, i.e., a reversal in direction of absorption changes over time in the traces. Such transition feature indicates successful observation of the 
FMN-heme IET,  and  can only be detected at 580-600 nm (that is due to FMNH· reduction), and 465 or 460 nm (that is due to heme re-oxidation in iNOS 
and nNOS respectively), if the IET takes place. Sample temperature was set at 21 °C. Anaerobic solution contained ~ 10 mM NOS protein, ~ 20 mM 
dRF and 5 mM fresh semicarbazide in pH 7.6. buffer (40 mM Bis-Tris propane, 400 mM NaCl, 2 mM l-Arg, 20 mM H4B, 1 mM Ca2+ and 10 % glycerol).
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the relatively infrequent formation of the IET-competent 
docking complexes. 

We have conducted a comparative study of 
nNOSm and nNOSa proteins (92). nNOSm contains 34 
extra residues in the AR region but is otherwise identical 
to nNOSa, both nNOSs being splicing variants of the 
same gene. We have found that the order of the IET 
rate constants (nNOSa > nNOSm) also correlates with 
the order of the activation entropies (92). The larger 
negative activation entropy of nNOSm indicates that 
the FMN domain needs to search for the IET-active 
conformation among a larger number of conformations 
that are not IET-competent compared to the nNOSα 
protein, which results in a less frequent formation 
of the FMN/heme complex and slower subsequent 
IET (92). This supports the role of the AR insert in 
modulating probability of the output state formation, a 
model originally proposed by us in 2008 (93).

4.4. Combination of pulsed EPR and laser flash 
photolysis in studying NOS

Our recent study of the E546N mutant of 
human iNOS oxyFMN (87) has nicely demonstrated 
how one can employ our combined laser flash 
photolysis/pulsed EPR approach (Figure 6) to directly 
examine the role of a specific residue in the FMN-
heme IET. Glu546 is a conserved charged residue 

located at surface of the human iNOS FMN domain, 
and was proposed to participate in the interdomain 
FMN/heme interactions (94). Extensive studies were 
conducted on the analogous residue in nNOS (95, 96), 
where neutralization at the equivalent residue induced 
the largest effect on heme reduction (decreasing the 
heme reduction rate by about 60 % (95)). However, the 
underlying mechanism for the slower electron transfer 
in the nNOS mutant was unclear. We found that the 
iNOS E546N mutation retards the IET by significantly 
raising the activation entropic barrier (87). Moreover, 
our pulsed EPR data showed that the geometry of the 
docked FMN/heme complex in the mutant is basically 
the same as in the wt, whereas the probability of 
formation of such a complex is about two-fold lower 
(87). The IET kinetics and pulsed EPR data together 
demonstrated conclusively that the E546N mutation 
retards the IET process by significantly altering the 
probability of the docked state formation (87). 

4.5. Computational simulations of the structural 
rearrangements during the electron transfer

To investigate the structural rearrangements 
and the domain interactions before and after the 
FMN-heme  IET, we carried out molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulations on iNOS models in the two redox 
states, (Fe(III))(FMNH-) and (Fe(II))(FMNH·) (97). 
The MD simulations were conducted up to 60 ns. The 

Figure 5. Laser-induced difference spectrum of iNOSoxy. The protein was first reduced to Fe2+-CO form, and then excited by 450 nm laser. The difference 
spectrum was collected on an Edinburgh L900 laser flash photolysis instrument in spectral mode using an ANDOR iCCD camera. Note that 465 nm is an 
isosbestic point in the spectrum (marked by an arrow). In other words, the CO rebinding process does not contribute to the absorbance change at 465 
nm, which gives a (narrow) window to observe re-oxidation of Fe2+ (due to the FMN-heme IET).
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computational results indicate the departure of FMN 
domain from the heme center after the IET, i.e., the 
conformational change is redox-dependent. Moreover, 
we have envisaged specific residues of the heme, 
FMN and CaM domains important for optimal docking 
of the FMN domain to the heme domain. Predictions of 
some of the key interacting sites in the IET-competent 
conformations are well supported by the experimental 
data in the literature. The control of FMN domain 
motion by these specific interactions is important for 
NOS function since it facilitates directional electron 
transfer across the protein by appropriately modifying 
the conformational space available for the NOS 
protein. Another elegant computational work was done 
by Poulos’ laboratory nearly at the same time, using 
a 105 ns MD trajectory to provide a detailed working 
model of the FMN-heme IET step in iNOS (59). 

It is of note that the bulk FMN-heme electron 
transfer takes place at a much slower milliseconds 
time scale, which requires a lot of computational 
resources for MD calculations. A modeled NOS protein 
complex of extremely large size will take lots of time 
to equilibrate, probably on microsecond range, and 
dissociation would occur on even longer time scale. 
It is thus necessary to utilize new MD simulations 
method to accelerate the computation. Additionally, 
one should confirm that the docking complex is indeed 
equilibrated by carefully examining the RMSD graph. 

5. PERSPECTIVE

Since the discovery of the role of the FMN 
domain motions in NOS function, intensive efforts 
have been devoted to deciphering the conformational 

dynamics. The general picture that emerges 
from these work is that NOS enzymes exist in an 
equilibrium of conformations, comprising a rugged 
conformational landscape, with a key regulatory role 
for CaM in driving the electron transport by altering 
the conformational equilibrium. Although these are 
important developments, important questions on 
conformational control of NOSs by CaM remain 
unanswered, and certainly merit further investigation 
at the molecular level. These are summarized below.

1. We still lack insight into how the 
conformational changes correlate with the obligatory 
electron transfer steps in the catalytic cycle of the NOS 
enzymes. Because individual technique alone can 
only probe partial facets of the NOS conformational 
dynamics (see above), it is necessary to utilize 
complementary and synergistic techniques to study 
full aspects (temporal, spatial and kinetics) of the 
dynamically controlled electron transfer. This is a must 
because  the bulk FMN-heme IET rate is significantly 
affected by the conformational dynamics that 
determines the formation and dissociation rates of the 
docking complex between the FMN and heme domains 
(98). Complimentary approach should be implemented 
to ensure that the obtained results are robust and 
unbiased. The NOS conformations and conformational 
changes can be tracked by time-resolved and single-
molecule fluorescence methods at room temperature. 
The inter-domain interfaces at peptide level can be 
observed from HDX MS. Because smFRET is best 
suitable for detecting conformational change, but 
rather limited at obtaining precise distance, it should 
be complemented with distance and distribution 
measurements by pulsed EPR in frozen solution. 

Figure 6. A combined laser flash photolysis and pulsed EPR approach in studying the docked FMN/heme complex. 
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To identify and assign the observed conformational 
states, selected site-directed mutants that disrupt 
specific subdomain interactions should be probed by 
fluorescence, pulsed EPR and mass spectrometry. 
As such, the combined use of fluorescence, HDX 
MS, pulsed EPR, and mutagenesis will dramatically 
enhance the reliability of the conformational state 
assignment and conformational equilibrium evaluation.

2. What are the rates of interconversions 
between conformational states? In optimal situations, 
one can obtain this information from the analysis of 
single-molecule trajectories by applying generalized 
concepts of time correlation functions (TCFs) (99). 
For example, analysis of TCFs of immobilized eNOS 
provided preliminary estimate of interconversion 
rates between free/open and docking states (tens of 
milliseconds to seconds), which are consistent with 
previous enzymatic kinetics data (63). In deducing the 
transition rates between various states, researchers 
rely on simple, but often arbitrary methods of extracting 
rates from smFRET trajectories. Although these have 
proven satisfactory in cases of well-separated, two- or 
three-state systems, they become less reliable when 
applied to a system of greater complexity such as NOS. 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) analysis allows one to 
determine, based on probability alone, the most likely 
FRET states underlying the fluorescence trajectory 
and their interconversion rates while simultaneously 
determining the most likely time sequence of underlying 
states for each trajectory (100). In other words, HHM 
analysis is probabilistic, less user-dependent and 
unbiased, and thus more useful for sorting out the 
kinetics model in the NOS systems.

3. What induces the motions of the FMN 
domain? In homologous P450 reductase, it is mainly 
the redox state of the FMN cofactor that biases the 
motion (101). But it remains unclear if this also stands 
for the NOS proteins, and how CaM and NOS-unique 
intrinsic regulatory elements fit in the picture. Our MD 
simulations suggest that the FMN domain only docks 
onto the heme domain when it is needed to transfer 
the electron to the heme center, and dissociates from 
the docked state afterward (97). Iyanagi proposed an 
interesting model in which solvation dynamics and 
protein conformation near the FMN isoalloxazine 
ring are closely linked to the flavin redox states, 
which in turn can be correlated to the IET properties 
(102). It is interesting to experimentally test these 
models and probe the conformations of NOSs at 
various redox states. A promising approach is single 
molecule enzymology, which has been applied to P450 
reductase reconstituted in nanodisc (103). 

4. Emerging evidence demonstrates that the 
NOS-unique control elements AR (92) and CT (64) 
are involved in the  FMN-heme IET. These two regions 
are only partially resolved in crystal structure of the 

CaM-free nNOS reductase (15), speaking of their 
high flexibility nature. A wider variety of experiments 
need to be proposed that would begin to provide new 
insights as to the underlying mechanism by which the 
AR region promotes interactions between the FMN 
and heme domains (93). For example, one can ask: 
what conformational space is explored by the AR 
region and how is this changed by CaM binding; also 
how is it that CaM binds, but that it does so without 
sterically blocking the interaction between the FMN 
and heme domains? These are challenging questions 
to address, and require more structural information 
than is presently available. To solve this long-standing 
mystery, it is necessary to obtain the distance 
information for the AR insert and CT, relative to CaM 
and the FMN and heme domains in the NOS proteins. 
Cryo-EM at current low resolution can’t resolve these 
elements in the images. Pulsed EPR studies of NOSs 
labeled with paramagnetic tag (such as Cu2+, Mn2+ or 
nitroxide spin label) at these sites have great potential 
in providing such critical distance information. The 
critical steps in making the pulsed EPR samples 
are site-specific labelling of cysteine-rich NOSs and 
selection of the paramagnetic label(s) and label-NOS 
linkage bond that are reduction-resistant. 

5. There is a real need to develop new 
strategies for selective intervention of the NOS 
isoforms. The current NOS inhibitors targeting the 
heme active sites encounter major obstacles due to 
high degree conservation of the heme site. Moreover, 
the NOS heme inhibition may cause an adverse 
production of unwanted reactive oxygen species (e.g., 
superoxide) through the leakage of the electron to 
oxygen from the reduced heme site. An understanding 
of conformational dynamics (at both the spatial and 
temporal levels) that is linked to NOS function will 
provide new opportunities for inhibitor design by 
targeting interfaces between the domain modules. The 
“interfacial inhibitor” concept is becoming mainstream 
in drug discovery, and many of such new drugs have 
been recently FDA-approved for other targets (104). 
The inter-domain FMN/heme interacting surfaces are 
well understood (24, 95), but the docking site is not 
a promising target to selectively modulate the NOS 
isoforms because it is basically conserved among 
the NOS isoforms. Equally important, the CaM-
heme(NOS) docking is required for the FMN/heme 
domain alignment (18). In contrast to the FMN/heme 
interface, the CaM/heme interface is predicted to be 
isoform-specific (97). It is thus important to further 
define the CaM/NOS docking interface and its role 
in NOS isoform function, and screen compounds to 
target the dynamic CaM-NOS docking interface. 

6. CONCLUSIONS

Characterizing the dynamics and large-scale 
movements within proteins is a frontier challenge 
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for understanding electron transfer mechanisms. 
Mammalian NOS enzymes are redox flavo-
hemoproteins consisting of multiple modular domains. 
They are important proteins because of the crucial 
roles of NO in signaling processes. The importance of 
conformational changes in the function of complex 
enzymes like NOS has become increasingly 
recognized. Despite significant progress in general 
understanding the structural rearrangements during 
NOS catalysis, how the observed conformational 
changes correlate with the obligatory electron 
transfer steps in NOS catalysis remains unclear. A 
roadblock to answering this central question is that 
any current biophysical method alone cannot grasp 
full aspects of the conformational dynamics. It is 
necessary to combine state-of-the-art methods in 
pulsed EPR, fluorescence and HDX MS with rapid 
kinetics (laser flash photolysis and stopped flow) 
techniques. This is to correlate the spatial and 
temporal observations with functional kinetics data 
on electron transfer and catalysis - information that 
on the long term may provide new opportunities 
for selective intervention of the NOS isoforms. 
Furthermore, a combined approach established 
for quantitating the complex heterogenous NOS 
systems can be applicable to other biomolecular 
systems where the dynamic interactions between 
constituent domains or proteins determine the 
chemical mechanism. This is clearly a fruitful area 
for future studies in many years to come.
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